
Manga

Comics, or manga, are something Japan is famous for and so I am asked from time to time about them.  One thing I can (and want to) say, is that by
the time a manga has become popular in homegrown Japan, and then become an anime (FYI - "anime" was created by taking the front part of local
pronunciation of the English word "animation" and thus arriving at "anime"), and after that is translated and exported overseas, it's already in it's full
maturity here and soon thereafter becomes something old in the land of its birth - soon fading into insignificance locally, which happens just about at
the time it picks up steam overseas!

Anyway, looking at where some anime gets its start, I bought a squeaky new copy of Shonen Jump yesterday (November 22nd, 2004) from a train
station kiosk.  The front cover is as follows:

The shonen in the the Shonen Jump title means "young", but while the target audience probably starts from around middle school level, grown adults
are often seen reading it on the trains, although that seems to go no further than people in their twenties.  I can't recall seeing anyone in their forties
or fifties reading one....  Just after getting on a train last night after buying my own copy, I noticed a nearby fellow train rider also reading the same
magazine:

The pages the man is looking at (as he operated his cell phone at the same time...) are as follows.  (Quick question here - do you ever read a manga
magazine and operate your cell hone at the same time?)

Most of the magazine is printed on what seems to be thick newsprint in one color of ink (usually black).  They break up the monotony of that by
having several full-color pages at the very front and sometimes in the middle and also at the end, and by using a few different colors of paper in the
B&W section.  The magazine consists of several ongoing stories - the first one starting out in full color for the first few pages and then continuing in
the B&W section.  The following images are all of the color part of the first story and a few of the continuing B&W pages:

Another story in the magazine is called Naruto, with the first few pages as follows.  (I might have put it in instead of the story above, but I wanted to
get some of those color pages in here.)

The great thing about living in Tokyo is that just about every convention for all things under the sun is held here, and so it is for manga, as the
following page indicates:

Hmmmm......  I wonder if I should go... I suppose I should, and then write about the experience and toss the text and my pictures together.  Say -
how interested in manga are you anyway?  Very?  Not at all?  What, if anything, do you think about manga?
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Going back to the front of the magazine, let's have a look at most of the other color pages, which include ads for games and also other manga stories.

And that's enough for one file!  If you want to see the whole thing, rush out to your local Japanese bookstore and buy your own copy!  In closing,
here is the back cover.  Notice the Dragon-Ball ad for game software.  Dragon-Ball (in book form at least) has definitely been out for quite a long
time - something like twenty years I think.
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